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ABSTRACT
Situated on the southeast coast of Madagascar, Sainte Luce is a fishing village bordering some of the country’s last remaining littoral forests. Characterised by a combination of extreme poverty, the presence of highly-prized natural resources and feebly institutional structures, it is argued that Sainte Luce typifies contexts of social and ecological vulnerability found across Madagascar. The presence of the international mining giant, Rio Tinto, and the company’s role in managing a protected area bordering Sainte Luce, adds a complex dimension to this already highly vulnerable social-ecological context. Setting the case study within the context of recent natural resource management policies in Madagascar, the paper aims to highlight the need for innovative governance structures which match the complexity and dynamism of social-ecological systems such as that of Sainte Luce. We describe the approach taken by a local/international NGO partnership, Azafady, to build social and ecological resilience through a process of participatory and adaptive environmental action planning. The approach draws on concepts from adaptive co-management, which highlights the interdependence of human and natural systems and focuses on innovative institutional arrangements, social learning and cross-scale collaboration to manage the complexity and uncertainty of such systems. We examine the ways in which this approach has contributed to increasing social and ecological resilience in Sainte Luce and consider how progress made to date can be sustained and scaled up to wider geographical areas.

RÉSUMÉ
Situé sur la côte sud-est de Madagascar, Sainte Luce est un village de pêcheurs bordé par quelques-unes des dernières forêts littorales du pays. Une extrême pauvreté des populations villageoises associée à des ressources naturelles prisées et des structures institutionnelles fragiles caractérisent Sainte Luce qui est ainsi analysé dans un contexte typique de vulnérabilité sociale et écologique, rencontré ailleurs sur l’ensemble de la Grande Île. La présence du géant international de l’exploitation minière, Rio Tinto, et le rôle de cette entreprise dans la gestion d’une aire protégée limitrophe de Sainte Luce ajoute une dimension à une situation socio-écologique déjà vulnérable.

L’exemple de Sainte Luce abordé ici sert à souligner la nécessité de considérer des structures de gestion innovantes qui répondent à la complexité et au dynamisme des systèmes socio-écologiques sous de multiples pressions exogènes et endogènes. L’étude de cas est considéré dans le cadre de la récente politique environnementale de Madagascar, qui a pour objectif de promouvoir l’implication des populations locales dans la gestion des ressources naturelles, en transmettant les droits de gestion aux groupes d’utilisateurs dénommés les COBA pour Communautés de base. Cependant, l’extension des accords de co-gestion incluant des tiers, comme des sociétés minières et des ONG internationales, a eu tendance à écarter les intérêts communautaires et, dans la plupart des cas, n’a pas réussi à promouvoir une appropriation des ressources par la population locale.

Nous décrivons ici une approche adoptée par l’ONG Azafady, un partenariat local et international, pour renforcer les résilioses sociale et écologique à Sainte Luce par un processus de planification d’actions environnementales, adaptives et participatives. La démarche s’appuie sur les concepts de co-gestion adaptative qui met en évidence l’interdépendance des systèmes humains et naturels. Elle se concentre également sur des dispositifs institutionnels novateurs, sur l’adaptation sociale ainsi qu’une collaboration multilatérale pour gérer la complexité et l’incertitude de ces systèmes. Afin d’établir et de maintenir l’appropriation de la communauté au cours du processus de gestion adaptative, l’approche a consisté à inverser les tendances historiques de mise en œuvre du sommet vers la base ou top-down d’un projet, en privilégiant une participation réelle et conséquente des populations locales. Les structures institutionnelles existantes ont été incorporées dans le nouveau modèle, tandis que de nouvelles structures ont servi à créer un cadre institutionnel plus résilient et plus adaptatif.

Nous examinons comment cette approche, avec sa base conceptuelle de co-gestion adaptative, a contribué à renforcer la résilience sociale et écologique de Sainte Luce. En tenant compte des difficultés rencontrées, de la nécessité de maintenir les progrès réalisés et de la possibilité de reproduire ce concept à une échelle géographique plus vaste, nous montrons comment l’expérience de Sainte Luce peut servir à d’autres organisations qui essayent de promouvoir la gestion environnementale durable avec des paramètres dynamiques et complexes ailleurs à Madagascar, voire au-delà.
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INTRODUCTION

Madagascar is one of the poorest countries in the world. More than 80% of the population lives below the poverty line of $1.25 a day and the country ranks 151 out of 186 in the UNDP Human Development Index (UNDP 2013). Access to trade and development opportunities is severely limited, particularly following sanctions imposed by the international community as a result of the 2009 political crisis and subsequent ongoing instability. For the majority of the population, livelihoods rely heavily on natural resources, however a rapidly expanding population, decreasing access to land, recurrent food security crises and the impacts of climate change all render this reliance increasingly unstable (Raik 2007, Harris 2011, World Bank 2013).

Decisions around resource use are embedded not only in need but also in culture, history and politics (Kull 2002, Raik 2007). The complex relationship between rural Malagasy communities and their environments has long created a dilemma for the country’s leaders and policy-makers (Kull 2002, Horning 2008). As one of the world’s top biodiversity hotspots (Myers et al. 2000, Ganzhorn et al. 2001), Madagascar faces increasing pressure from the international community to preserve its natural heritage, particularly the biodiversity harboured in its formerly abundant but ever-diminishing forests (Marcus and Kull 1999, Corson 2011). However, in spite of vast amounts of donor funds being channelled into Madagascar’s environmental sector since the mid-1980s, the challenge of slowing the trend of environmental degradation has not been met (Horning 2008, 2012) and this contributes to a situation of increasing ecological and social vulnerability across the country.

NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT POLICY IN MADAGASCAR. Launched in 1991 and funded by the World Bank, one of the aims of Madagascar’s 15-year long National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) was to create the institutional infrastructure through which all future environmental policies would be implemented (Hanson 2012). Following the first phase of the NEAP, in which highly centralised, ‘needs-based’ integrated conservation-development programmes failed to make the link between peoples’ lives and their environment, the second phase (1997–2003) saw a move towards ‘community-based natural resource management’ (Marcus and Kull 1999, Raik 2007, Hanson 2012). During this period measures were introduced which were designed to transfer management rights to local communities with the aim of fostering a greater sense of ownership of natural resources (Fritz-Vietta et al. 2009). The legislation through which these mechanisms were developed forms the basis of the legal infrastructure created to facilitate the transfer of management responsibilities to local communities.

The initial policy, GELOSE (Gestion Locale Sécurisée), introduced in 1996, is applicable to forests, marine and pastoral territories and includes legislation designed to grant communities limited tenure security (Antona et al. 2004). In reality, the tenure element proved costly and delayed the transfer process, and consequently the rights transferred are primarily usage and exclusion rights rather than ownership (Pollini and Lassoie 2011). In response to criticisms of the complexity of GELOSE, a new mechanism, GCF (Gestion Contractualisée des Forêts), was implemented in 2001 specifically for forest management (Fritz-Vietta et al. 2009, Rajaspera et al. 2011). GCF arrangements require the establishment of a voluntary association of community members, called a Communauté de Base or COBA, which is open to all village residents and designed to be a fee-paying user group (Hockley and Andriamarovololona 2007, Pollini and Lassoie 2011). A contract is signed between the COBA and the decentralised state forestry or fisheries service (and also the Commune in the case of GELOSE) for an initial period of three years, and can include objectives and responsibilities which are conservation-oriented, production-oriented or, in many cases, a combination of the two (Hockley and Andriamarovololona 2007).

Following former President Ravalomanana’s Durban Declaration to triple the size of protected areas in Madagascar, the third and final phase of the NEAP (2004–2008), focused on establishing management arrangements to accommodate this massive increase (Norris 2006, Raik 2007). The aim was to increase protected areas from 1.7 to 6million ha in five years and by the end of 2010 the figure had reached 9.4million ha (Horning 2008, Corson 2011). This increase necessitated a review of management systems at the local level, leading to the development of co-management arrangements between the government, local communities and third parties with an interest in conservation, including non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and private sector actors (Corson 2011, Rajaspera et al. 2011). Whilst third party actors, particularly NGOs, had played a role throughout the implementation of the NEAP with varying motivations, agendas and results (Raik and Decker 2007,Pollini and Lassoie 2011, Hanson 2012), the promotion of non-state involvement in protected area management opened the gates for private actors to pursue their own interests in forest management and thus community interests continued to be side-lined (Horning 2008, Corson 2011, Seagle 2012).

ADAPTIVE CO-MANAGEMENT. Academics, policy-makers and resource managers have, in the last twenty years, come to recognise what indigenous communities have known for millennia – that human societies are embedded in ecological systems and that they are therefore mutually dependent (Folke et al. 2002, Adger 2006). Linked to this recognition is the now widely acknowledged fact that natural and social systems are dynamic, complex and unpredictable (Folke 2006).

The dynamic and uncertain nature of social-ecological systems in the face of pressures such as climate change, population growth and changing access to land and resources requires new and innovative governance structures. Throughout the 1990s and 2000s, various approaches were developed and advocated in academic and policy circles to address this need to manage dynamic ecosystems. These included collaborative management (Conley and Moote 2003, Plummer and Fitzgibbon 2004), adaptive management (Plummer 2009) and ecosystems management (Grumbine 1994).

Another approach to emerge from this search for sustainable management systems was adaptive co-management (ACM). The focus of much attention in the literature, its novelty comes from combining the iterative, learning dimension of adaptive management, and the linking, cooperative dimension of collaborative or co-management (Olsson et al. 2004, Plummer 2009). In adaptive management, resource managers take a flexible approach, treating policies and management activities as experiments, monitoring ecological feedbacks, learning from these and adapting management accordingly (Plummer and Armitage 2007, Huitema et al. 2009). Co-management stresses the importance of sharing responsibility and power, usually at different institutional scales and, in contrast to adap-
tive management, acknowledges the social challenges involved in resource management (Plummer 2009). The merging of the two concepts creates a distinct approach which represents a potentially important “innovation in natural resource governance under conditions of change, uncertainty and complexity” (Plummer and Armitage 2007: 3).

ACM shares much conceptual ground with theories of resilience and its antonym, vulnerability. Resilience describes the capacity of a system to absorb shocks while maintaining function, the capacity to self-organise and the degree to which a system is able to learn and adapt (Carpenter et al. 2001). Vulnerability is the inverse of resilience and is used to describe systems in which resilience has been eroded (Folke et al. 2002, Adger 2006). Whilst the concept of resilience originated in ecological circles (Holling 1986, 2001), the resilience approach evolved, notably through the work of scholars at the Resilience Alliance, to incorporate the integrated concept of humans-in-nature (Folke et al. 2002, Folke 2006). With its focus on adaptation, learning, self-organisation and collaboration, ACM is a way of managing for resilience by creating systems of governance that have the potential to strengthen capacity to deal with uncertainty and change (Olsson et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2004).

Although developed along different theoretical lines, in practical terms, the convergence of ACM with resilience and vulnerability concepts highlights the relevance of ACM in development contexts, in which notions of vulnerability are likely to be familiar to practitioners from sustainable livelihoods approaches and where more recently, ideas of resilience in the context of climate adaptation have gained currency. With a few notable exceptions, however, (e.g., the work of CIFOR; cf. Colfer 2005, Diaw et al. 2009), documented experience of ACM has largely come from the global north (Folke et al. 2002, Olsson et al. 2004, Armitage et al. 2009). It seems likely that this is due both to the more readily available access in the north to scientific data collection methods which can feed into ecological monitoring and to more established, strongly linked cross-scale institutional structures. Such practical limitations, however, should not prevent resource managers in developing countries from using the approach as a conceptual framework on which to base management strategies. Indeed, the ACM approaches being applied in developing countries including Indonesia, Nepal, Zimbabwe and Cameroon (CIFOR 2008) highlight its potential as an effective governance model in contexts where populations are often highly dependent on natural resources and where multiple factors – economic, political, social, environmental and climatic – contribute to the degradation of such resources. There are also precedents of the approach being applied in different forms in Madagascar in both marine and forest settings. (e.g., Wollenberg et al. 2000, Cinner et al. 2012). Although it is difficult to judge the degree to which ACM has strengthened resilience in such contexts, the evidence suggests that it is a promising, if challenging, approach which can help to bring stakeholders together to understand the various pressures on natural resources and to adapt management of them accordingly. In the face of growing interest from commercial and industrial actors in Madagascar’s land- and seascapes, governance structures which prioritise multi-stakeholder collaboration and adaptation are increasingly necessary to minimise and mitigate occurrence of irreversible and negative changes in such environments and the inevitable knock-on effects for local communities.

This article discusses the case of Sainte Luce, a fishing village on the southeast coast of Madagascar bordering some of the last remaining littoral forests in the country. Characterised by a combination of extreme poverty, the presence of highly-prized natural resources and feeble institutional structures, Sainte Luce typifies the vulnerability of social-ecological systems across Madagascar. The presence of the mining company Rio Tinto/QMM, which has plans to exploit the area for ilmenite and which plays a central role in forest management, adds a complex dimension to this situation, with its present and future impact on ecological and social structures representing a key driver of vulnerability in the area. The article outlines the approach taken by a local/international NGO partnership, Azafady, to build the resilience of the community and its surrounding ecosystems through a process of participatory and adaptive environmental planning and management. The approach draws on concepts from adaptive co-management, which sees human and natural systems as interdependent and focuses on innovative institutional arrangements, social learning and cross-scale collaboration in order to manage the uncertainty and complexity of such systems.

CONTEXT

LIVELIHOODS. Sainte Luce lies 50 km north of Fort Dauphin on the southeast coast of Madagascar. Comprising three hamlets, Manafiafy, Ampanasatomby and Ambandrika, the fokontany (or village) has a population of approximately 2,000 people and is situated administratively within the rural Commune of Mahatalaky. Sainte Luce is regionally renowned for its rich natural heritage; its situation in a natural rocky harbour makes it a prime fishing location and accounts for the fact that it is the main source of lobster exports in the Fort Dauphin area (Sabatini et al. 2007). The village also borders some of the most intact fragments of the Ambatoatsignana littoral forest which provides surrounding communities with timber, firewood, materials for fishing equipment, food, medicinal plants and cattle pasture. In addition to its marine and forest resources, Sainte Luce contains river, estuary, mangrove and swamp habitats, each providing a wealth of ecosystem goods and services on which local people depend for subsistence and income.

Livelihoods strategies in Sainte Luce are predominantly based on marine fishing, with most households supplementing this with weaving, using a local reed called mahampy (Lepironia mucronata) and subsistence farming – predominately cassava along with pineapples, sweet potatoes, pumpkin and beans. Other livelihoods activities include river fishing, casual labour, selling firewood, selling timber, and selling cooked fish and snacks. Although livelihood strategies are reasonably well-diversified (according to a survey conducted by Azafady in December 2011, households pursue an average of 6.04 livelihood activities), the majority of household income is derived from fishing, notably lobster fishing, and most households are strongly dependent on the presence of two international lobster exporting companies, Martin Pécheur and Madapêche. Formal sector opportunities exist but are limited. Twelve percent of households have at least one member in formal employment, with the main employers being Martin Pécheur, Azafady, a luxury eco-hotel and the mining company QMM.
SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS. It is argued here that social-ecological systems in Sainte Luce are characterised by uncertainty and change. This is in part due to the presence of the mining company, QMM, compounded by pressure on ecosystems from factors including growing populations, migration, and commercial exploitation of resources without sustainable management systems in place. QMM’s presence in Sainte Luce, even in the pre-mining phase, has triggered social tensions linked to concerns over loss of land and forests and indications of the future environmental impact have already been felt in the clearing of areas of forest to conduct soil testing (President of Sainte Luce COBA, pers. comm.). The potential for these tensions to be exacerbated when mining commences can be seen in communities affected by QMM’s operations to date, particularly in relation to issues around compensation and access to resources (ALT and Panos 2009). In addition to this, it is likely that there will be significant environmental impacts on the forest, land and waterways, meaning that social-ecological systems will be subject to increasing levels of perturbation. This high level of uncertainty and vulnerability underscores the need for an innovative and flexible governance structure with the capacity to build the resilience of social-ecological systems to withstand future shocks and stresses. In addition to flexibility, an effective governance structure would also need to incorporate the multiple interests of local, commercial and government stakeholders likely to continue exerting pressure on local resources in the lead-up to the start of mining operations.

The Ambatoatsignana forests are of extreme conservation importance, being some of the last remaining fragments of littoral forest in Madagascar and sheltering an extremely rich diversity of flora and fauna much of which is nationally or regionally endemic (Ganzhorn et al. 2001, Ingram et al. 2005, Lowry et al. 2008). The eastern littoral forests are amongst Madagascar’s most threatened ecosystems and are home to numerous IUCN Red List species including the Critically Endangered geckos Phelsuma antanosy and Matoatoa spannringi, the Endangered endemic palm Dypsis saintelucae and the vulnerable collared brown lemur Eulemur collaris (IUCN 2013). These high levels of endemism contributed to the decision of the Malagasy authorities to include the forests within the country’s network of protected areas (Ramasinoro 2010).

Initiated in 2000, the process of creating a new, 1,365 ha protected area (Nouvelle Aire Protégée NAP) in the Ambatoatsignana forest zone was led by QMM (Ramasinoro 2010). The creation of the new protected area served both to fulfil an objective set out in the regional development plan to increase the number of conservation zones and helped QMM to meet a commitment to the Malagasy state to create three protected areas prior to starting exploitation (Ramasinoro 2010). The NAP stretches over three Communes (Mahatalaky, Mandromodromotra and Iabakoho) and is comprised of conservation zones, community usages zones and a privately owned habitation zone (zone d’occupation contrôlée) (Ramasinoro 2010). The usage zones are managed by a network of 11 COBAs, each of whom has signed a GCF agreement granting them usage and management rights within their designated forest area. Each COBA has its own dina, a set of rules developed through the management transfer process detailing usage rights, responsibilities and penalties for management of its particular usage zone. The processes of elaborating these dina were facilitated by Azafady and by QMM for different COBAs in the late 1990s and early 2000s, prior to the forest’s inclusion in the network of new protected areas (NAP).

The creation of the NAP required certain areas of forest to be designated as ‘core conservation zones’ (Ramasinoro 2010). These comprise a 690 ha section across three forest fragments in which community usage is prohibited, except for harvesting of dead wood, medicinal plants, vines and amboja, the juvenile of the palm Dypsis scottiana, used to make lobster pots. The conservation zones are managed by FIMPIA, a Comité de Gestion (COGE), whose members include the heads of the 11 COBAs and fokontany contained within the NAP. A new dina known as a Dina Be was developed between the FIMPIA and QMM to regulate the management of the conservation zones. Whilst QMM continued to provide financial support to the FIMPIA throughout the 2000s, a lack of transparency, notably amongst the executive committee, a body of elite community members, meant this support did not filter down to COBAs for on-ground management activities.

According to research conducted by Azafady from January to April 2012, community members in Sainte Luce viewed both the COBA and FIMPIA with some level of mistrust, with both institutions having a widespread reputation for corruption. In the case of FIMPIA, this was exacerbated by a lack of clarity over its specific role, its relationship to the COBA and its historical links with QMM (Azafady unpub. data). Power within forest management was thus seen to lie in the hands of a small group of elites and QMM. Management of marine resources in Sainte Luce, in contrast, does not fall under the authority of the COBA and FIMPIA as both the GCF agreement and the NAP cover only forest and marsh resources. Instead, marine resources are managed by a local dina, a locally agreed set of rules and associated penalties which, though not part of an official management structure, can be legally ratified by state authorities, with this being seen as a way to increase observance by non-community members. At the time of Azafady’s research, the marine dina had not been ratified and, in the context of focus group discussions, the local population expressed their dissatisfaction with the existing management system in which rules were enforced sporadically and inconsistently. This weak management structure was perceived by the community as playing a major role in the decline of lobster and fish stocks which fishermen claimed to have observed in recent years and there was thus strong motivation amongst the community to address this.

While existing management structures such as the COBA and dina were recognised as being legally and culturally important respectively, the history of these structures highlighted a lack of flexibility and authority to respond to an increasingly dynamic social-ecological context. The need for a more adaptive and collaborative model of governance was therefore identified as a priority by the community and Azafady, with the aim of complementing pre-existing management structures.

In response, Azafady developed and secured funding for Project Miaro – an 18 month project which aimed to research the complex interdependence of people and the environment particular to Sainte Luce and to support the community to engage in a process of participatory action planning, with the goal of creating an empowered community group active and able to communicate with existing decision-makers, including the COBA, FIMPIA and QMM. The project aimed to secure greater
involvement by the community in natural resource management decisions and actions, and to establish a flexible management structure that was accepted and approved by the community and external stakeholders and could complement the more rigid COBA and dina.

The QMM Project. QIT Madagascar Minerals (QMM) is a partnership between the international mining company Rio Tinto and the Government of Madagascar. The company started exploration activities in 1986 and in 1998 attained legal authorisation for a plan to extract ilmenite, a titanium oxide, from three sites in the Fort Dauphin area: Mandena, Sainte Luce and Petriky (Smith et al. 2012). Production at the first site, Mandena, started in 2009 and exploitation activities are due to be conducted sequentially at the three sites over a period of 40 years (Rio Tinto 2013). Preliminary steps for the development of the second site, Sainte Luce, began in 2012. However, following a strategic business decision taken in early 2013 to temporarily withdraw development teams, timeframes remain unknown; recommencement will depend on market demand for ilmenite and the company’s internal investment strategy. Whilst such uncertainty is unsettling for communities who will potentially be impacted by future mining, the deferral of the second phase offers opportunities for lessons learnt about social and environmental strategies at Mandena to be consolidated. Efforts to minimise the ecological impacts of mining are being informed by the company’s high profile strategy to have a ‘net positive impact on biodiversity’ (Rio Tinto 2008). This includes a provision for 624ha (of the total 6,000ha targeted for exploitation) to be set aside for conservation, in addition to around 2,400ha to be designated as ‘biodiversity offset’ sites to compensate for non-negotiable losses of biodiversity (Rio Tinto 2008, Temple et al. 2012).

Having had a presence in the area since 1989, conducting extensive research contributing to its biodiversity strategy, and in the absence of alternative organisations with the technical and financial capacity to take on the task, QMM’s involvement in the creation of the Ambatoatsignana NAP seems to have been regarded as a fait accompli, despite some internal recognition of the obvious conflicts of interest given that the company’s plans to mine in the area will involve the destruction of a significant, but as yet undefined, amount of forest (Vincelette et al. 2007, J.-B. Ramanamanjato, pers. comm.). Whilst overall authority for the management of the NAP officially lies with the regional forestry ministry (Direction Régionale de l’Environnement et des Forêts or DREF), QMM has joint responsibility with DREF in “scientific and socio-economic aspects and in engaging communities in the elaboration and application of the dina (rules)” (Ramasinoro 2010: 8). In reality, QMM’s position as financial patron as well as official ‘promoter’ of the Ambatoatsignana NAP, combined with the severely limited resources and capacity of the regional forestry authorities, has created a situation in which the mining company effectively has carte blanche in virtually all matters relating to forest management. This has been facilitated by the company’s continued financial support of the NAP management committee, FIMPIA. This situation gives the company great leeway to determine the forest areas which will be used as biodiversity offsets. At the time of writing the company’s designated offset sites at Sainte Luce are within existing avoidance zones, however, if deemed strategically necessary, QMM’s well-established position of authority within forest management in the area gives it the freedom to select new sites. This would inevitably further reduce community access to vital forest resources in order for QMM to implement the conservation measures required to deliver targeted offset results.

Drivers of Vulnerability. Following Kasperson et al. (1995) and Adger (2000), we define vulnerability as the propensity of social or ecological systems to suffer harm from external stresses and perturbations, such as environmental variability or social, economic or political upheaval. The three key drivers of social-ecological vulnerability described below were identified on the basis of participatory research conducted during 2012 and Azafady’s ongoing engagement with the community of Sainte Luce.

Whilst efforts to minimise the environmental impacts of the forthcoming mine have been made, as the company itself acknowledges, it is inevitable that some negative effects will occur (Rio Tinto 2008, Temple et al. 2012). The complexity of these impacts makes a comprehensive analysis extremely challenging. The balance of evidence suggests, however, that whilst the impacts are not purely negative, QMM’s presence in Sainte Luce represents a potential key driver of vulnerability. It should, nonetheless, be noted that the impact of the conservation zone has contributed to the preservation of certain species sheltered therein including the Critically Endangered palms Dypsis saintelucei and Beccariophoenix madagascariensis and four species of lemur. This is due to regular patrols by a QMM-supported agent and also probably to the frequent presence of QMM and Azafady researchers. In spite of the inconvenience caused by the prohibition of access to this section of forest, according to data collected by Azafady through focus groups and interviews, the positive conservation outcomes seem to be valued by the community who recognise that the lack of an effective forest management system prior to QMM’s arrival was threatening the availability of resources for future generations. However, poor village-level communication throughout the various stages of the establishment of the NAP and its accompanying restricted access rules, together with low levels of community participation in subsequent forest management, have resulted in a severely diminished sense of ownership of the forests amongst the community. This has been driven by a widely-held perception amongst local people that the vazaha (foreign) company has removed access to what is rightly theirs, an idea which is strongly bound up with the Malagasy idea of tompon-tany – not only ‘masters of the land’ in the literal sense, but also indicating a connection to the ancestors through the tompon-tany (foreign) company has removed access to what is rightly theirs, an idea which is strongly bound up with the Malagasy idea of tompon-tany – not only ‘masters of the land’ in the literal sense, but also indicating a connection to the ancestors through the

Access restrictions in the conservation zones have contributed to an increase in exploitation activities in the less-managed usage zones (Azafady, unp. data). QMM’s increased support to the Ambatoatsignana COBAs since mid-2012 has helped to address this, however independent assessments (Bezanson et al. 2012, Olegario et al. 2012), echoing Azafady’s findings,
highlight the need for improved stakeholder collaboration and improved village-level communication of both forest management and mining plans, in order to improve governance and minimise the already evident negative social and ecological impacts.

The second driver of social-ecological vulnerability is the strong dependence of the community on lobster fishing. Fishing is the primary source of income for 79% of households in Sainte Luce and, of these households, virtually all fish for lobster (Azafady unpub. data). Fishermen report that lobster stocks have been declining gradually but in the last ten years have seen a more rapid decline. Whilst there are no recent, comprehensive population data available, the fishermen’s reports correspond with studies conducted in the early 2000s in the Fort Dauphin area (Bautil 2002 and Sylvestre 2005, in Sabatini et al. 2007). These studies found that unsustainable practices such as the removal of juveniles and gravid females and the use of masks and snorkels, as well as increasing numbers of lobster fishermen, had led to a significant decline in catch per unit effort. Sabatini et al. (2007: 299) conclude that lobster populations in the Fort Dauphin area could crash within a decade and “may already be beyond recovery”. Whilst QMM has been criticised for overstating such fatalistic perspectives, emphasising the lack of effective environmental management in order to support the case for mining (e.g., Ingram et al. 2005, Seagle 2012) it is argued that such negative ecological assessments highlight the need for action, a sentiment strongly reflected by the community from the start of Azafady’s engagement through Project Miaro.

Data collected by Azafady in August 2013 suggest that lobster accounts for around 30% of fishing households’ combined income and food requirement. Therefore, in addition to the consequences of overfishing on a single species, the decline of lobster populations in Sainte Luce increases the vulnerability of households who rely heavily on the income generated from lobster sales to support their livelihoods.

The third main driver of vulnerability in Sainte Luce is the impact of the changing demographic structure of the area. Whilst Sainte Luce has historically had a higher presence of vazaha than other villages as a result of transport links, trade and tourism opportunities, the last three decades have seen the arrival of the mining company and the ensuing establishment of the conservation zone as well as a number of land acquisitions by vazaha, all of which have put pressure on land and forest access. This has forced local people to change the ways they use resources, for example not being able to graze cattle through privately-owned or protected areas of the forest, and reducing fallow periods due to land shortage, putting additional strain on the available resources. Exacerbating this situation is the steady increase in migrants arriving from both coastal and inland communities in search of livelihood opportunities. This perception applies both to observance of the forest rules or dina and, even more divisively, to the local taboo against using diving equipment to catch lobster and the use of fishing nets in the harbour area. The increased pressure on natural resources due to migration and changing access rights, combined with a decline in dina observance by both native and non-native residents, has contributed both to social discord and to ecological degradation.

Whilst other anthropogenic or environmental drivers that affect the vulnerability of socio-ecological systems certainly exist, for example climate change (Hannah et al. 2008), the three described above present the most significant and immediate factors which threaten to erode the resilience of social and natural systems around Sainte Luce.

**APPROACH**

As the recent history of natural resource governance in Madagascar (Marcus and Kull 1999, Raik 2007, Hanson 2012) and other developing countries (Colchester 1994, Agrawal and Ribot 1999, Ribot 2002) has shown, externally imposed solutions to environmental problems rarely succeed in meeting communities’ needs and expectations. For this reason, Azafady adopted a participatory approach to facilitate its support to the community of Sainte Luce to improve natural resource management.

The approach centred on providing opportunities for the community to analyse the current situation and to explore options for addressing the perceived issues and, later in the project, participatory monitoring would be key to reinforcing community ownership of natural resources. The initial phase of the project consisted of a participatory community assessment, focusing on aspects of natural resource use and management, livelihoods, decision-making structures, culture and history. During this phase, a range of participatory rural appraisal methods was used including community mapping, transect walks, seasonal calendars, Venn diagrams, wealth ranking and matrix scoring. These visible and tangible tools allowed local people to share ideas and to visualise the complex dimensions of their existence and interactions with the environment. The assessment was conducted over a period of four months (January to April 2012) in order to allow a broad range of community members to contribute to the discussions and enabling those who have historically been excluded from public forums, particularly women and the elderly, to participate. This period of co-inquiry served to build a shared understanding of the social and environmental status quo and the key concerns of local people but also, through the use of appropriate tools, attitudes and behaviours, facilitated the building of trust between Azafady and the community, a key factor in the later success of the project, as described below.

Azafady held a series of community feedback meetings at which the key findings of the participatory research were presented and the way forward was discussed with the community. People from all levels of the social hierarchy were encouraged to attend and participants included some prominent decision-makers but also, in general, lower status groups such as women, youth and migrants. Although anxiety about the anticipated loss of land and resources such as mahampy due to mining activity was expressed, these were seen as future issues with more concern being expressed for the existing and increasing loss of vital livelihood resources, notably lobster and fish, mahampy and forest species. The main causes of decline of these resources were cited as “selfish, unthinking behaviour”, such as lack of control of fires used for pasture regeneration and non-traditional practices such as use of diving equipment for lobster fishing.
Given this acute concern about the declining availability of resources, sharpened by uncertainty about the impact of future mining activity on the environment (and consequently on livelihoods), a joint decision was taken by Azafady and the community to develop an environmental action plan in order to address the key issues faced by the community. A committee would be established to develop the action plan, to coordinate all community natural resource management efforts and to act as a point of contact for external stakeholders with an interest in natural resource use or management. Named the Miaro Committee, the group would be comprised of an equal representation of five people from each hamlet, include a gender ratio of three men to two women (locally determined as appropriate) and contain representatives of all existing environmental-oriented community groups including the COBA and fishermen’s associations. These criteria were decided upon by the community and with the publicised and well-attended community meeting, facilitated by Azafady, ensured that the process of proposing and electing the committee members was transparent and democratic and not dominated by elites.

The community action plan was elaborated by the Miaro Committee over a series of meetings facilitated by Azafady. The plan included activities to improve the overall management of natural resources, for example ways to enforce the forest and marine dina and the clearing of firebreaks, as well as ideas to reduce pressure on existing resources, for example the creation of a community nursery, the extension and management of an afforestation site, the cultivation and sustainable management of a mahampy reed bed and the development of alternative sources of income such as ecotourism guiding.

Prior to starting to elaborate the plan, the committee had reviewed and analysed existing management structures and aimed to align the activities in the plan with these or, where necessary and feasible, to amend them. This latter was the case for the marine dina which, since not linked to a management transfer, are not bound by the legal restrictions associated with GCF contracts. This meant that the Miaro Committee could spearhead efforts to amend the dina through a community-led process in order to respond to widespread concerns about declining lobster stocks. In the case of forest management, the presence of the Sainte Luce Chef COBA on the Miaro Committee helped to ensure that the Miro plan complemented the existing COBA management plan. However, the committee faced challenges when the implementation of ideas for updating or introducing new rules for forest management was constrained by the existing COBA management plan or the Dina Be, changes to which must follow set legal procedures. These challenges were, to some extent, addressed by the fact that the Chef COBA and the rest of the committee were able to raise their ideas for amending the dina directly with QMM (who oversees the process of revising the Dina Be) and other COBAs at the stakeholder platform described below. In this sense, the Miaro Committee serves a crucial bridging function between the community and external decision-makers, representing a wide range of ideas and concerns, and with the backing of village authorities, local and regional government authorities and QMM. Though it could be argued that the COBA could and perhaps should play this role, in Sainte Luce, Azafady’s participatory research concluded that a new body with the ability to more accurately represent community interests across all natural resources and with no history with or links to QMM, would be better placed to serve this function.

The overriding aim was not to produce a ‘donor-friendly’ plan but to use the process of identifying key concerns and corresponding actions to address these, to build the group’s capacity in teamwork, decision-making and analytical skills, core skills that would enable them to implement dynamic and responsive activities on an ongoing basis. Once the committee had finished elaborating the action plan, meetings were held to enable the village head and the rest of the community to provide their input into the plan. This was a vital step in ensuring community validation and ownership of the plan and it also provided opportunities for highly inclusive discussion and debate about environmental concerns and potential solutions.

A stakeholder platform was established comprising village, communal and Regional ministry representatives, QMM, the lobster company Martin Pêcheur and the eco-hotel, Miaro Committee members and community representatives from surrounding villages who rely on the natural resources around Sainte Luce. Prior to the first meeting, Azafady consulted with each stakeholder individually in order to explain the aim of the platform – to provide a forum for meaningful communication between all natural resource stakeholders, including, notably, community members. In convening all stakeholders to engage in discussion over mutual and divergent interests in resources, the intention was to create opportunities to recognise the importance of collaborating and sharing responsibility. With the exception of the annual meeting of FIMPIA and its advisors, which in past years has not always taken place, the Miaro platform is the first forum to exist in which village representatives can engage with other resource users and managers and have a voice in decision making.

Miaro Committee members presented their action plan at a stakeholder platform meeting in December 2012 and received the support and encouragement of the authorities to execute the planned activities. The implementation of the plan started in January 2013, funded by Azafady, and a participatory monitoring system was integrated within the initiative to strengthen community ownership of resources and to motivate the community to continue engaging in resource management activities. A simplified monitoring framework aimed to capture both positive and negative changes in the environment and to build a shared understanding of these changes through group analysis with the Miaro Committee and then with the wider community. The framework does not focus only on monitoring the activities in the Miro action plan since this would allow for too limited an analysis, but rather looks broadly at all environmental changes in the Sainte Luce area and uses analysis of these changes to determine priority actions. Monitoring takes place biannually and the information generated is presented at stakeholder platform meetings with the aim of communicating to external stakeholders key areas of concern and progress and thus facilitating focused discussions on actions which can be taken, collaboratively or by individual stakeholder groups, to improve resource management.

DISCUSSION

In spite of its picture postcard appeal, Sainte Luce’s ecosystems are deteriorating at an alarming rate. Pressure from population growth, immigration, climate change, and unsustainable
practices such as commercial logging and the use of diving equipment in lobster fishing, are causing changes in the natural environment which raise questions about its ability to sustain the local population into the future (Ingram et al. 2005, Consiglio et al. 2006, Hannah et al. 2008, Hogg et al. 2013). As is the case elsewhere in Madagascar (Evers et al. 2013, von Heland and Folke 2014), socioeconomic processes and norms in Sainte Luce are strongly interlinked with surrounding ecosystems. For most households, the sea, the land and the forest are the cornerstones of their livelihoods, providing for their daily income and subsistence needs as well as having important cultural significance. Focus groups conducted by Azafady revealed, for example, that mahampy is the most highly valued land-based natural resource, according to both men and women, since it is customary to use it as a shroud for corpses and no other material has the same significance. “It is important in death as well as in life”, according to one community member. The links between nature and society for people in Sainte Luce go far beyond a mere practical dependence. As a vast body of literature shows, there are intrinsic connections between Malagasy people and the land, mediated through complex ancestral traditions, which are highly distinct from the prevailing dichotomised conception of human and natural systems (Middleton 1999, Hanson 2007, Andrianirina et al. 2011, Evers et al. 2013).

The linking of social and ecological systems inherent in ACM offered a useful conceptual reference for an approach to improving environmental governance in Sainte Luce. Whilst it is too early to assess whether any lasting changes will result from the initiative, a management model based on ACM principles, and emerging from the community’s own reflections on the integrated nature of their lives and the environment, was seen to offer the flexibility and inclusiveness which the pre-existing resource management model had lacked. The approach’s focus on participatory monitoring and regular, structured reflection, also offered a way for communities to better understand the impact of both usage and management activities on ecosystems, and to better respond to potential negative impacts caused by unsustainable harvesting practices, natural or climatic forces or future mining activity.

With reference to the latter, it could be argued that the social and environmental impacts of the future QMM operation are likely to be so significant that they will result in fundamental changes of a negative nature to both ecosystems and social structures. In other words, the mine will cause changes that undermine any potential increase in resilience that the ACM governance model has brought about. Indeed, critics of ACM have suggested that a key weakness of the approach lies in its failure to take account of the broader economic context, including extractive industry projects which, by their nature, decrease resilience and lead to ecological and institutional collapse (Nadasdy 2007). This criticism, however, is not pertinent in the Sainte Luce case since consideration of the broader economic and political environment was precisely one of the reasons that ACM, with its focus on collaboration, adaptation and learning, was seen as a useful conceptual framework for the approach taken. ACM takes as its starting point the uncertainty of the future and it is this element which makes it particularly relevant to contexts such as Sainte Luce. Although we can speculate about the impacts of the mine by looking at precedents, the precise nature of these impacts, including when and where they will be felt, remain uncertain and therefore adaptability is key. Moreover, the ‘collaboration’ element of ACM was seen as vital if attempts were to be made to shift the balance of power out of the hands of QMM and elite community members and into the hands of a more representative group who, though lacking the legal standing of the COBA or QMM in management structures, acquired some level of authority through having the respect and buy-in of both community members and external stakeholders.

Azafady therefore sought to create the conditions which would promote community ownership and allow a more collaborative and adaptive governance to emerge. Three key elements of ACM theory were particularly instructive in supporting this process: (i) the emergence of multiple and innovative institutions; (ii) monitoring, learning and adaptive management, and (iii) cross-scale collaboration and trust building. The remainder of this section examines the ways in which these elements in particular aimed to bring about a shift towards more resilient social-ecological systems in Sainte Luce.

**MULTIPLE AND INNOVATIVE INSTITUTIONS.** As the lowest-level institution in a complex and bureaucratic web of forest administration, the COBA lacks organisational flexibility. Most decisions require approval by the NAP management committee (FIMPIA), the state forest administration and, in the case of Sainte Luce, QMM (as promoters of the NAP). Being so firmly embedded in Malagasy environmental legislation, there is little potential to replace the COBA with an alternative institution. However, in establishing the Miao Committee, a complementary system was able to be implemented, which could be more adaptive to changing conditions and priorities, whilst still working within existing management structures such as the GCF.

The mandate of the Miao Committee is different but complementary to that of the COBA. Whereas the COBA is actively involved in the day-to-day management of the forest, including issuing and checking exploitation permits, the Miao Committee’s role is to coordinate efforts to improve management across all resources including marine, forest, river and land. Most of their activities fall outside the normal remit of the COBA, for instance the establishment and maintenance of a community nursery or the piloting of a mahampy reed bed. While these activities could have been undertaken by the COBA, the existence of, and communication between, multiple, overlapping institutions has been found to build resilience through a process of shared experimentation and learning (Armitage et al. 2009, Huitema et al. 2009). The presence of the Chef COBA on the Miao Committee has indeed facilitated the exchange of ideas and information, particularly in regard to dina enforcement and monitoring. Coordination between the two groups has also promoted transparency, serving to strengthen both institutions, as evidenced by the Sainte Luce COBA’s nomination as the most effective COBA in Ambatoatsignana in a 2013 contest supported by QMM.

The ability of communities to self-organise, particularly in response to environmental problems, is an indicator of social resilience (Olsson et al. 2004, Folke 2006). A Venn diagram exercise conducted at the beginning of the participatory assessment indicated that very few community groups existed in Sainte Luce and that virtually none were active, suggesting low levels of social capital and self-organisation. During the course of Project Miaro, signs of increased self-organisation started to show. Following the community meeting at which the action
plan was presented and community environmental concerns debated, a youth group formed independently in the hamlet of Manafafy in order to address water, sanitation and village cleanliness issues. This prompted the emergence of two other youth groups to work on similar issues across the village. The three groups have remained active, in spite of virtually non-existent financial support, and in addition to pursuing their own aims, have worked with the Miaro Committee in the implementation of activities such as maintenance of the afforestation site and firebreak clearance. Whilst it is hard to conclusively connect the emergence of these groups to Miaro activities and meetings, some community members did see a link between the two. As one member of a youth association commented, “The meetings which Azafady held helped us to think about the problems in our community and gave us the motivation to want to solve these problems ourselves so we set up this association”.

Another example of self-organisation is the formation of a sea commission, comprised of 15 respected fishermen, which emerged in response to a need highlighted by the Miaro Committee and other community members to review and strengthen the enforcement of the marine *dina*. With the backing of the community, they have worked with the Miaro Committee on reviewing the *dina*, attaining ratification and developing systems to ensure that the rules are respected by community members and outsiders alike.

In this way, the focus on attaining genuine and broad-based participation and the facilitation of community analysis, debate and decision-making, has helped to foster an environment conducive to self-organisation and the emergence of innovative institutions. The community’s concern for resource sustainability, their dissatisfaction with existing resource management structures and a willingness to address these issues helped to create the conditions for such mobilisation to take place. This is a key strength of this type of ACM approach. In contrast to government-led blueprint models such as the GCF or GELOSE management transfers, it allows for a strong element of community input and the emergence of institutions which are better suited to the local social and environmental situation. It is too early to assess whether the new institutional arrangement in Sainte Luce will be sustainable. It does, however, hold some promise for the future since groups have demonstrated an ability to learn from each other and to be adaptive to changing conditions and priorities – both key indicators of resilience and sustainability.

**MONITORING, LEARNING AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT.**

In ACM, ecological feedbacks are monitored so that policies and management activities can be adapted to accommodate environmental changes (Armitage et al. 2009, Plummer 2009). Monitoring allows such changes to be observed and responded to before ecological thresholds are passed (Olsson et al. 2004). In addition to the adaptation function that monitoring serves, the increase in understanding of ecosystem dynamics that comes with communities conducting their own monitoring can serve to reinforce motivation to use and manage the resource more sustainably.

Within Project Miaro, the environmental action plan aimed to highlight current priorities and to initiate community action. Following ACM principles, the plan was not intended to be fixed, but rather is subject to change over time according to ecological feedbacks as well as to changing community priorities. Monitoring of the plan was therefore seen as essential not only to enable the community to assess and react to environmental changes but also to facilitate social learning about the causes of changes in natural resources and thus to promote a sense of community ownership.

Monitoring takes place within a Miaro Committee meeting and involves brainstorming of all positive and negative changes that have taken place in each resource, followed up by discussion and analysis of the means of verification (i.e., how we know there has been a change) and the causes and effects of the changes. In discussing the means of verification, the committee has been able to refer to two separate sets of participatory monitoring data. The first is forest monitoring conducted by the COBA, with the assistance of a QMM-appointed forestry technician. The second is lobster catch data collected by two community members appointed by the parastatal research body, *Unité de Recherche Langoustière* (URL), with whom the community and Azafady have collaborated to improve the sustainability of the lobster fisheries. Azafady is building the committee’s capacity to keep records, for example, of nursery and afforestation site activities, which will also feed into monitoring analysis. However, in a community in which people interact very closely with their environment, hard data is not always necessary – simple observational monitoring can be sufficient if it is discussed and agreed upon.

This monitoring framework is a far cry from the advanced, often scientific, monitoring systems which are in place in northern ACM contexts. Indeed additional scientific monitoring, particularly of the forest and marine ecosystems, could help to verify community observations and support management decisions, and would certainly serve to strengthen the adaptive co-management structure. As such, steps are currently being taken by Azafady to develop scientific monitoring systems which are aligned with community priorities. However, the monitoring approach adopted thus far, with its focus on collective learning through group analysis and the sharing of results with the wider community and stakeholders, has been notably effective in building a shared understanding of resource dynamics and in informing changes to planned activities such as the increase in marine management initiatives following widespread concern for declining in lobster stocks. Both these elements are central to ACM arrangements and have been shown to contribute to adaptive capacity and social-ecological resilience (Folke et al. 2002).

**TRUST-BUILDING AND COLLABORATION.** Trust is an essential precursor to collaboration in any natural resource management initiative (Pretty and Ward 2001). Experience shows that successful co-management involves the building of trust, which often takes time (Olsson et al. 2004). Levels of trust in Sainte Luce prior to the project were found to be poor – both intra-community trust as well as community trust in external partners including QMM and Azafady (Azafady unpub. data). The participatory assessment helped to build community trust in Azafady as demonstrated through an increase in willingness to attend focus groups and a gradually more positive engagement with field agents. This trust served to increase community interest in discussions about resource management facilitated by Azafady, which in turn fuelled motivation to act.

One of the aims of establishing the stakeholder platforms was to promote direct communication between stakeholders
and hence to increase trust and collaboration. Collaboration necessitates dialogue and effective dialogue requires that both parties are speaking the same language, both literally and figuratively. In contrast to a local history of community meetings held by external stakeholders, at which plans or events are typically presented to local people in technical or difficult language, Miaro platform meetings have proactively supported non-elite community members to play a key role in proceedings, expressing their ideas and concerns in their own words and ensuring that all members are communicating at the same level. As a Miaro Committee member commented after presenting the action plan at the December 2012 stakeholder meeting, “It makes us feel stronger to stand up in front of them [QMM] and express our concerns and our ideas.”

The collaborative approach adopted within Project Miaro is serving to strengthen local institutions through information exchange and advice. One of the activities identified in the Miaro action plan was to trial the cultivation of a mahampy reed-bed in order to create a sustainable source of the economically important resource which is already threatened due to over-harvesting and wild fires, and it is likely that stocks will be further reduced by mining activity. With the construction of the mine in Mandena necessitating the clearing of land containing vital mahampy stocks (Kraemer 2012), QMM’s biodiversity team had worked with communities in that region to develop a mahampy plot to help increase availability of the resource. They offered to share their experiences with the Miaro Committee and, through a site visit and technical demonstration, the Miaro Committee was able to gather information which was used to create their own mahampy reed-bed in Sainte Luce.

In addition to vertical collaboration with more powerful or influential institutions, horizontal collaboration can also help to foster social learning and can increase understanding of social-ecological systems and how to manage them (Armitage et al. 2009). Through the stakeholder platforms, community level institutions (including the Miaro Committee and the COBAs from five fokontany bordering the NAP) have exchanged ideas and resolved common resource issues such as the persistent illicit harvesting of an endemic plant, Ravenala madagascariensis, by commercial operators. In support of horizontal information exchange and learning, community representatives from Sainte Luce have also been involved in a site visit to the successful locally-managed marine areas in Andavadoaka on the west coast of Madagascar, where they learnt about the benefits of marine reserves and how to enforce the rules. These lessons are now being put into practice in Sainte Luce in the development of a locally-managed marine protected area to support the ecological and economic sustainability of the lobster fisheries.

The focus on cross-scale collaboration in ACM stems from a recognition that environmental management may benefit from a combination of different knowledge systems – both traditional and scientific – and that responding effectively to social-ecological feedbacks requires the linking of social actors – horizontally and vertically – in governance arrangements (Olsson et al. 2004, Armitage et al. 2009). Whilst it seems that Miaro activities have helped to increase trust between the community and Azafady, there is a significant correlation between trust and the level of financial and organisational support dedicated to addressing community concerns, something which presents a challenge to Azafady due to the insecure nature of NGO funding streams. The extent to which the project has helped to increase trust between the community and QMM is uncertain given the dynamic nature of trust and the difficulty of measuring it. QMM’s central role in resource management in Ambatoatsignana makes it all the more vital for them to establish and build community trust, since without this, collaborative conservation efforts are unlikely to succeed.

Collaboration is only useful if stakeholders are committed to open and honest discussion and negotiation. In the face of widely divergent interests, approaches and operational timeframes, meaningful collaboration in Sainte Luce has been challenging. Collaboration is also both resource intensive and logistically difficult. For these reasons, collaboration between non-community actors with an interest in Sainte Luce’s resources could and should be improved. As described above however, there has been some progress in this area and even more in terms of cross-scale connections linking community members to other useful actors increasing learning and strengthening management. With the future mining project likely to present ever more difficult decisions about natural resource management, it is vital that all stakeholders in the area continue to collaborate and to adopt an adaptive approach to management to build on the small but significant progress made to date.

**CHALLENGES, LESSONS LEARNT AND THE ROAD AHEAD**

The approach adopted by Azafady in Sainte Luce has aimed to facilitate a shift towards a more resilience-oriented model of governance. Drawing on ACM concepts and focusing on attaining broad-based community participation can be an effective way of increasing collaboration and creating a governance structure which corresponds to local social and ecological realities. Building resilience, however, takes time and requires the ongoing support of stakeholders. Although the Sainte Luce example displays promising indications of what an ACM-informed approach can achieve, there are numerous inherent limitations to such an approach and numerous challenges which must be overcome before it can be claimed that it can result in significant and lasting gains in social-ecological resilience. Some of the key challenges and lessons learnt are discussed below.

**Scale:** The fokontany of Sainte Luce was selected as the focus of Azafady’s project as a result of the organisation’s history in the village and its proximity to the NAP conservation zones and other forest fragments. However, it is not only the community of Sainte Luce which uses the natural resources located near to this village. Inhabitants of at least five other villages rely on forest and marine resources in question (Azafady unpub. data). Therefore, whilst other fokontany are included on the Miaro platform, it would have been preferable to conduct similar activities such as the participatory assessment and establishment of a resource management coordination committee in the surrounding villages in addition to Sainte Luce. Indeed, the process described here was useful as a pilot but it is rare that an ACM governance structure would focus on a single community. However, the core tenets of ACM – multi-stakeholder collaboration, adaptive management and a focus on learning – have nonetheless helped to inform a governance structure which has the capacity to better respond to and recover from future stresses, whether endogenous or exogenous. To what extent this capacity is realised depends strongly
on the continued collaboration of stakeholders and a commitment to ensuring genuinely inclusive decision-making informed by sound monitoring data. These elements have already proved challenging in Sainte Luce where diverse stakeholder interests persist and approaches to environmental governance are still not fully aligned. Azafady is continuing to support the community of Sainte Luce to address these issues and is likely to play a role in supporting community interests in natural resource management in the wider Ambatotsigiana area in future. The governance model for this area and the specific stakeholder roles within it are still being defined, but given its position as manager of the NAP, its role in creating biodiversity offset sites and its mining interests in the area, QMM holds considerable power to determine what this will look like. The need for the mining company, as well as other stakeholders, to draw on the lessons learnt from the Miaro experience is therefore key in ensuring that future strategies are effective in maximising the resilience of communities and ecosystems.

Monitoring: This is the backbone of adaptive management. The successful continuation of the project in Sainte Luce and beyond will require collaborating partners to work with communities to ensure that the participatory monitoring of resources continues and that it feeds into management decisions. In Sainte Luce, participatory monitoring should also be expanded to include other priority resources such as mahampy so that appropriate management strategies can be designed. There is a real need to increase scientific monitoring of ecosystems in order to ensure that resource management decisions enhance rather than erode ecological resilience. Azafady’s conservation programme is well placed to support this but collaboration and information sharing with other partners will be essential.

In order to assess the impact of improved governance on social vulnerability, socio-economic monitoring of households should be introduced using the sustainable livelihoods framework or another holistic analysis tool. In order to avoid survey fatigue experienced in similar projects (e.g., Cripps and Harris 2009), a suitable participatory monitoring method should be designed. The combination of ecological and social monitoring, using both scientific methods and participatory tools which foster continued community learning, will enhance communities’ adaptive capacity and support ongoing resilience-building.

Collaboration: Communicating the aims of Project Miaro both to the community and to other stakeholders was initially a major challenge which persisted due to the novelty of a participatory and collaborative approach in an area characterised by mistrust, non-collaboration and a history of top-down projects. Even after project aims were understood and mutually agreed, collaboration has remained challenging in view of the inevitably divergent agendas and work plans of the various private and public organisations operating in Sainte Luce. Although partners have affirmed their commitment to collaboration, the organisation of stakeholder meetings – both the entire platform and smaller coordination meetings – at a mutually convenient time has proven difficult and meetings are often postponed, leaving long gaps in communication. Continued meaningful collaboration requires all partners to recognise that considerable effort must be made on all sides to ensure that mutual benefit is reaped. It is this awareness which will help to ensure that the new institutional structure persists and that it continues to improve local environmental governance.

CONCLUSION

In Sainte Luce, as in numerous other contexts in Madagascar and beyond, the combination of multiple complex factors operating within one small social-ecological landscape increases the certainty that the future is uncertain. Change is definite, therefore adaptation is critical. Systems must be established which help to build social-ecological resilience to enable both communities and ecosystems to cope with change. Such systems are, however, slow to develop. In Sainte Luce, concerted effort from all stakeholders will be required to nurture the nascent spirit of stakeholder collaboration and learning in the pursuit of more sustainable and equitable resource governance.

In describing the case of Sainte Luce, we have sought to demonstrate that simply involving local people in natural resource management is not sufficient to meet the challenges presented by complex and dynamic social-ecological contexts. We have highlighted the need for a more nuanced and considered approach which takes account of the interconnectivity of people’s lives and the environment, the need for social learning for sustainability and the advantage of combining different types of knowledge and institutions in creating adaptive and sustainable management structures.

It should be emphasised that there was no intention to create an ACM system; such a system cannot be created but rather emerges from existing structures (Olsson et al 2004). Indeed, with limited financial and human resources, Azafady’s aim was not to implement a full adaptive co-management system. Rather it was to draw on ACM concepts to guide the provision of support for improved resource management which would enable both the community and ecosystems to better withstand future changes in their environment. ACM was therefore utilised as an underlying approach rather than being a goal in and of itself. In outlining the approach taken by Azafady in Sainte Luce, therefore, as well as the strengths and limitations of such an approach, we have brought to light experience which can be drawn on by others working to support effective and sustainable environmental management in complex and dynamic contexts.
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